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The converse inequality of Markov type is discussed in this note. The main result
says that the best possible constant for this inequality is the square root of the least
eigenvalue of a certain positive definite matrix. As applications of the main result,
the Laguerre weight and Hermite weight are investigated in detail, and the best
constants in these two cases are obtained explicitly. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
 .  .Let y` F a - b F ` and v t : a, b ª R be a positive and integrable
function with all moments
b nt v t dt , n G 0 1 .  .H
a
 .  .finite. For any function f t : a, b ª C we define
1r2
b 25 5 < <f s f t v t dt . 2 .  .  .H 5
a
w xIn 1, 5, 10 , the quantity
5 X 5p
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was investigated, where p is the collection of all complex polynomials ofn
degree F n. The above extremal problem is the Markov type inequality in
L norm.2
 .In this note, the converse problem of 3 is discussed. Indeed, we
consider the quantity
5  r . 5p
inf , n G 1, 1 F r F n , 4 .
X 5 5ppgpn
where p X is a certain subset of p . If one lets p X s p , then the solution isn n n n
trivial. Thus, we need to impose some restriction on p X. Letn
p v s p ] p .n , r n ry1
b ks p t : p t g p , p t t v t dt s 0, 0 F k F r y 1 , .  .  .  .Hn 5
a
 .which is an n y r q 1 dimensional subspace of p . Now let us considern
the extremal problem
5  r . 5p
inf , n G 1, 1 F r F n , 5 .
5 5p .pgp vn , r
that is, the converse inequality of Markov type in L norm. The extremal2
 . w xproblem 4 was studied in 11, 12 for certain special classes of polynomi-
als. And there are some results in the literature concerning the same
question in other normed spaces see these references mentioned in
w x.11, 12 . In fact, the above problem is also related to Wirtinger inequality.
For a discussion on this subject, please refer to Hardy, Littlewood, and
w x w xPolya 3 , and Mitrinovic 6 and references therein.Â Â
 .In the present paper, the extremal value of 5 is obtained, which is the
 .  .square root of the smallest eigenvalue of an n y r q 1 = n y r q 1
positive definite matrix. This main theorem is proven in Section 2. As a
consequence of this theorem, in Section 3, we discuss the Laguerre weight
and prove the following theorem.
 .  .  . ytTHEOREM. Let a, b s 0, ` , v t s e ; then
X y15 5p p
inf s 2 cos , n G 1. /5 5p 2n q 1 .pgp vn , 1
  . yt 2The analogue of the above theorem for the Hermite weight v t s e ,
 .  ..a, b s y`, ` is considered in Section 4.
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2. THE MAIN THEOREM
In this section, we establish the main theorem of this note. Let us follow
w xthe discussion in 1 . First, observe that it is sufficient to consider the real
 .  .  .  . 5 5 2polynomials in p v since p t s q t q is t , q, s real, implies p sn, r
5 5 2 5 5 2q q s . Notice that all moments are finite; thus there is a sequence of
 4`   . .polynomials p deg p s n associated with the weight functionn ns0 n
 .v t such that
b
p t p t v t dt s d , j, k G 0. 6 .  .  .  .H j k jk
a
 .  .Therefore, for any p t g p v , we have a unique representationn
n nyr




2 2 2 2 r .5 5 < < 5 5 < <p s c , p s d . 8 . k j
ks0 js0
 .From 7 , we obtain
n nyr




c a r s d , 0 F j F n y r , 9 .  . k jk j
ks0
where
b  r .a r s p t p t v t dt. 10 .  .  .  .  .Hjk k j
a
T  . nq1 T  . ny rq1Let c s c , c , . . . , c g C , d s d , d , . . . , d g C , and0 1 n 0 1 nyr
a r a r ??? a r .  .  .00 01 0 n
a r a r ??? a r .  .  .10 11 1n
A s g M , 11 .??? ??? ??? ???n , r nyrq1.=nq1.
??? ??? ??? ??? 0
a r a r ??? a r .  .  .ny r 0 nyr1 nyr n
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 .where M is the collection of all n = m matrices; then 9 can ben=m
written as
A c s d. 12 .n , r
 .Notice that a r s 0 if k - j q r ; thus we can rewrite A asjk n, r
A s O B , .n , r n , r
where O is the zero matrix in M and B is an upper trianglenyrq1.=r n, r
matrix in M with nonzero diagonal elements, which impliesnyrq1.=nyrq1.
 .  .that B is invertible. From 10 and 11 , we can now writen, r
B s b r , 13 .  . .n , r jk 1Fj , kFnyrq1
where
b  r .b r s p t p t v t dt. 14 .  .  .  .  .Hjk kqry1 jy1
a
5 5 5 5 5  r . 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Further, observe that p s c and p s d , where c and d are
the l norms of c and d in Cnq1 and Cny rq1, respectively. Therefore, we2
deduce that
1r2U U r .5 5 5 5 5 5p d A c c A A c .n , r n , r n , rs s s , 15 .1r2U5 5 5 5 5 5p c c c c .
 .and the extremal problem 5 is related to the eigenvalues of
O Or=r r=nyrq1.UA A s , 16 .Un , r n , r O B B , /nyrq1.=r n , r n , r
where O , O and O are zero matrices inr= r r=  ny rq 1.  ny rq 1.= r
M , M and M , respectively. Hence we need to investi-r=r r=nyrq1. nyrq1.=r
gate the eigenvalues of the positive definite matrix BU B . Let l F ln, r n, r 0 1
F ??? F l be the eigenvalues of AU A , and the corresponding eigen-n n, r n, r
vectors be x , x , x , . . . , x , which form an orthonormal basis for Cnq1.0 1 2 n
Then 0 - l F l F ??? F l are the eigenvalues of BU B . If wer rq1 n n, r n, r
denote
 4S s span x , x , . . . , x ,r 0 1 ry1
then S is the null space of AU A , that is, the eigenspace of AU Ar n, r n, r n, r n, r
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 .associated with eigenvalue 0 l s l s ??? s l s 0 . Let0 1 ry1
 4B s span x , x , . . . , x , k s 0, 1, . . . , n;k k kq1 n
then we have
Cnq1 s B > B > ??? > B ,0 1 n
and
Cnq1 s B [ S 17 .r r
by the orthogonality of the eigenvectors of AU A . From the definitionn, r n, r
 .  .  .  .  .  .of p v , 7 , 8 , 9 , and 15 , the extremal problem 5 can now ben, r
rewritten as
1r2U U r .5 5p c A A c .n , r n , r
inf s inf . 18 .1r2U5 5p . cgBpgp v c c .rn , r
w xBy the well-known Courant]Fischer theorem 4, p. 287 , we know that the
 . 1r2extremal value of 18 is l , which is the square root of the smallestr
eigenvalue of BU B , and the minimum is attained only when c is in then, r n, r
eigenspace associated with the eigenvalue l . Therefore, we have provedr
the following theorem.
5 5  .  .THEOREM 1. Let p , p t 0 F k F n , and B be defined as abo¨e;k n, r
then the extremal ¨alue of
5  r . 5p
inf
5 5p .pgp vn , r
is the square root of the smallest eigen¨alue of BU B . Moreo¨er, then, r n, r
minimum is attained only when
n
p t s a p t , .  . k k
ksr
T  . Uwhere a s a , a , . . . , a is the eigen¨ector of B B associated withr rq1 n n, r n, r
its least eigen¨alue.
3. THE LAGUERRE WEIGHT
 . yt  .In this section we consider the Laguerre weight v t s e , and a, b
 .   .4`s 0, ` . Then the corresponding orthonormal system is L t , wheren ns0
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 .  w x.L t is the nth Laguerre polynomial see 9 . Further we haven
LX t s LX t y L t , n G 1. 19 .  .  .  .n ny1 ny1
As an application of the main theorem, we can establish the following
theorem.
 .  .  . ytTHEOREM 2. Let a, b s 0, ` , v t s e ; then
X y15 5p p
inf s 2 cos , n G 1. /5 5p 2n q 1 .pgp vn , 1
Moreo¨er, this minimum ¨alue is attained only when
n 2kpkq1p t s c y1 sin L t , .  .  . k2n q 1ks1
where c is a nonzero constant.
 .  .Proof. From 10 and 19 , we have
y1 if k G j q 1,
a 1 s .jk  0 if k - j q 1.
Therefore,
y1 y1 ??? y1
y1 ??? y1












. . .y1U . . .G s B B s . .n n , 1 n , 1 . . .
y1 2 y1 0
y1 1
w xFrom 2, p. 78; 7, p. 230 , we deduce that
n 2kp
det lI y G s l y 2 y 2 cos . . n  /2n q 1ks1
Hence the eigenvalues of G are distinct and the largest one isn
2p p
2l s 2 1 q cos s 4 cos .max  /2n q 1 2n q 1
U w 2  ..xy1Therefore, the least eigenvalue of B B is 4 cos pr 2n q 1 , andn, 1 n, 1
it is not difficult to check that the eigenvector associated with l ismax
2p 4p 2npnq1Tx s sin , ysin , . . . , y1 sin . . /2n q 1 2n q 1 2n q 1
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 1. From the proof of Theorem 2, we know that the smallest
   .. 2  ..eigenvalue of G is 2 1 q cos 2npr 2n q 1 s 4 sin pr 4n q 2 , andn
the corresponding eigenvector is
1p 2p np
Tx s sin , sin , . . . , sin . /2n q 1 2n q 1 2n q 1
Therefore, we have
X y15 5p p
sup F 2 sin , n G 1. /5 5p 4n q 2pgpn
Moreover, the maximum value is attained only when
n kp
p t s c sin L t , .  . k2n q 1ks0
w xwhen c is a nonzero constant. This inequality was given by Turan 10 . ForÂ
  . a yt .the generalized Laguerre weight v t s t e , a ) y1 , the extremal
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 . w xproblem 3 was discussed in Dorfler 1 . However, the matrix A givenÈ n
X  X . there is not true since p s c p y p , j G 1, where c s 1 qj j jy1 jy1 j
.y1r2 w  .xarj , which depends on j. Therefore the estimate in 1, 12 is not
valid.
 . y1 y rq1.Remark 2. Using 19 , one can easily deduce that B s B ,n, rq1 nyr , 1
 U .y1r G 0. Therefore, we can obtain B B explicitly. However,n, rq1 n, rq1
when r G 1, these matrices are very complicated, and we cannot directly
w xapply the results and techniques in 8, 9 to find the exact solution.
4. THE HERMITE WEIGHT
  . yt 2 .The analogue of Theorem 2 for the Hermite weight v t s e is
 .  .  . yt 2given in this section. In this case, we have a, b s y`, ` , v t s e ,
and
y1r21r2 np t s p 2 n! H t , n G 0, .  .  .n n
 .where H t is the nth Hermite polynomial.n
 .  .  . yt 2THEOREM 3. Let a, b s y`, ` , v t s e ; then
5  r . 5q 1r2rinf s 2 r ! , n G 1, 1 F r F n. .
5 5p .pgp vn , r
 .  .Moreo¨er, this minimum ¨alue is attained only when p t s cH t , where c isr
a nonzero constant.
X .  .Proof. Since H t s 2nH t , n G 1, we deriven ny1
1r2
n r . rp t s 2 r ! p t , 0 F r F n. 20 .  .  .n nyr / /r
Thus,
1r2¡ kr2 r ! if k s j q r ,~  / /ra r s .jk ¢0 if k / j q r ,
and
1r2 1r2 1r2
r r q 1 nr r rB s diag 2 r ! , 2 r ! , . . . , 2 r ! .n , r  /  /  / /  /  / /r r r
Obviously, the smallest eigenvalue of BU B is 2 r r!, which implies then, r n, r
desired result.
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 . ya 2 t 2  .When we consider the weight v t s e , a ) 0, on y`, ` , then
the corresponding sequence of orthonormal polynomials is given by
y1r21r2 np t s ap 2 n! H a t , n G 0. .  .  .Ãn n
Therefore we can derive the following corollary.
 .  .  . ya 2 t 2COROLLARY 4. Let a, b s y`, ` , v t s e , and a ) 0; then
5  r . 5p 1r2r rinf s a 2 r ! , n G 1, 1 F r F n. .
5 5p .pgp vn , r
 .  .Moreo¨er, this minimum ¨alue is attained only when p t s cH a t , where cr
 .is a nonzero constant. For the extremal problem 3 , we also ha¨e
 r . 1r25 5p nr rsup s a 2 r ! , n G 1, 1 F r F n. / /r5 5ppgpn
 .  .Moreo¨er, this maximum ¨alue is attained only when p t s cH a t , where cn
is a nonzero constant.
w xThe second part of the above corollary was obtained by Dorfler 1 forÈ
a s 1.
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